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We are modern humans is we are the same as Homo Sapiens. The capacity of the brain and the
ability of the body ability are equal to us. ？？この文はちっと分からない It's guessable that
they appeared around about 20-120,000 years ago. It is also guessable that we have survived
until today by inventing throwing tools.

The Origins of a Modern Humans ~ Two Hypotheses ~
Multiregional evolution

African origin opinion

Two hypotheses exist about the origins of
Modern humans.
One is a multiregional evolution opinion.
Primitive humans and Archaic humans
could leave Africa, and it is the opinion
about how we evolved into modern
humans originally.

The opinion which spread over all part though the
Modern humans came from Africa and left Africa.
Modern humans felt it was wide to all part while
expelling Primitive human and Archaic human
away. ？？この文はちっと分からない

Sociology is the international community. For example, it is
whaling issue and the whaling issue is a large problem.

The whaling issue is an international
controversy and friction problem of the
catching of whales and dolphins.
In the old days people had taken a whales.
The purpose is for using whale oil. Whale
oil was used as a fuel for streetlights.
In 1948, the IWC (what is IWC?) was
inaugurated and whaling nations
participated. Now that we have oil, without
using whale oil is the only country don’t
need whaling issue and came to
oppose. ？？この文はちっと分からない
Environmental protection is also an issue,
and a country without the sea like
Switzerland participated too.
Norway continued commercial whaling
while participating.
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